










Understanding Your CAAP Results
____________________________________________________

After you complete the CAAP tests, your answer
sheets will be scored, and you will receive a 
Student Score Report.  The Student Score Report
lists your identification information, self-reported
background characteristics, and your scores and (if
applicable) subtest scores for each test module that
you took.  Additionally, your Student Score Report 
will indicate the percentage of students that scored 
at or below your level on both a local and national
basis.  If your scores are at or above the national
mean, you will also receive a CAAP Certificate of
Achievement.

CAAP Multiple-choice Test Scores

Scores for the objective tests (Writing Skills,
Mathematics, Reading, Critical Thinking, and
Science) are reported on a scale that ranges from 
40 (low) to 80 (high) for the total test score and 5 
(low) to 25 (high) for the subtest scores.

To facilitate comparison of your performance with that
of other examinees, two types of normative
information are provided. One type is based on the
CAAP scores of students at your institution (see
column labeled “% of local students at or below
score”). The other type is based on the CAAP
scores of sophomores from institutions nationwide
(see column labeled “% of students nationally at or
below score”). The normative information is 
reported as the percentage of examinees scoring at
or below each of your scores. Both types of
information (local and national) may be interpreted 
in the same manner. For example, if you earned a
score of 64 on the Writing Skills test and this score
corresponds to 59% at or below (reported in the
column titled “% of students nationally at or below
score”), then this means that 59% of the 
sophomores nationwide who took the Writing Skills
test received a score of 64 or lower.

CAAP Writing (Essay) Test Scores

Scores for the Writing (Essay) Test are reported on a
scale that ranges from 1 (low) to 6 (high). The
Composite score is reported on the same score 
scale (1 to 6) as the two individual essays. 
Because the Composite score represents your
average performance on the two individual essays, 

it is not directly linked to the descriptive guidelines
below.

UPPER-RANGE PAPERS—These papers clearly
engage the issue identified in the prompt and
demonstrate superior skill in organizing, developing,
and conveying in standard written English the writer’s
ideas about the topic.

6 Exceptional—These papers take a position on the
issue defined in the prompt and support that position
with extensive elaboration. Organization is unified
and coherent. While there may be a few errors in
mechanics, usage, or sentence structure, outstanding
command of the language is apparent.

5 Superior—These papers take a position on the
issue defined in the prompt and support that position
with moderate elaboration. Organization is unified
and coherent. While there may be a few errors in
mechanics, usage, or sentence structure, command
of the language is apparent.

MID-RANGE PAPERS—Papers in the middle range
demonstrate engagement with the issue identified in
the prompt, but do not demonstrate the evidence of
writing skill that would mark them as outstanding.

4 Competent—These papers take a position on the
issue defined in the prompt and support that position
with some elaboration or explanation. Organization is
generally clear. A competency with language is
apparent, even though there may be some errors in
mechanics, usage, or sentence structure.

3 Adequate—These papers take a position on the
issue defined in the prompt and support that position,
but with only a little elaboration or explanation.
Organization is clear enough to follow without
difficulty. A control of the language is apparent, even
though there may be numerous errors in mechanics,
usage, or sentence structure.

LOWER-RANGE PAPERS—Papers in the lower
range fail in some way to demonstrate proficiency in
language use, clarity of organization, or engagement
of the issue identified in the prompt.



2 Weak—While these papers take a position on the
issue defined in the prompt, they may show
significant problems in one or more of several 
areas, making the writer’s ideas often difficult to
follow: support may be extremely minimal;
organization may lack clear movement or
connectedness; or there may be a pattern of errors 
in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure that
significantly interferes with understanding the 
writer’s ideas.

1 Inadequate—These papers show a failed 
attempt to engage the issue defined in the prompt,

lack support, or the problems with organization or
language are so severe as to make the writer’s 
ideas very difficult to follow.

UNRATABLE PAPERS—0 Not Ratable. Essay
papers are unratable for one of the following 
reasons: the writing shows a refusal to engage the
issue identified in the prompt, the writing is illegible,
there is no response, or the paper is not written in
English. If one of the two individual essays is
unratable and reported as 0, the Composite essay 
will be reported as 0.


